ARISTOCRATIC ENGLAND
formation and perhaps decline through this power of new
egalitarian enthusiasm sweeping over Europe from a hostile
people of Catholic culture? That was the issue; and the
irtarn business was a test whether a society formed on upper-
class government and direction by the wealthy should survive,
or perish at the hands of an all-embracing movement for human
equality. In this ordeal England triumphed, so that the suc-
ceeding hundred years, the nineteenth century, was one every-
where influenced by English example and invention. On account
of England's successful passage through this ordeal at the end of
the eighteenth century the nineteenth may be called the c English
Century': an epoch half made and wholly coloured by England.
The struggle of England with the French Revolution falls
into three parts:
 (1)	The approaches, from 1783 to 1793, when England finds
herself involved in the great general Revolutionary war.
 (2)	The first phase of the English war, 1793 to 1802.   By
1802, at the Peace of Amiens, England had maintained its
contact outside the growing French supremacy abroad, and
repelled for the moment, from herself alone, the moral influence
of the Revolution*
 (3)	The second phase of the war, 1803 to 1815.   This was
the struggle with Napoleon, who, having made himself head of
the French state, Emperor of the French, and conquering leader
of the Revolution, spreads its effect throughout Europe, but
loses his personal power through the invasion of Russia, is
defeated by the European monarchs, exiled, and after a brief
return finally crushed at the battle of Waterloo in 1815.  England
emerges the richest and the only unexhausted Power in an
exhausted Europe, securely possessed of the sea-routes for her
commerce, and of a maritime supremacy which enables her to
acquire by treaty and to found by emigration a new colonial
empire.   She holds henceforward a supremacy which lasts for
the long lifetime of a man.
The Illusion of England's Decadence through the Loss
of the American War- The loss of the American Colonies
was felt largely in England and almost universally among her
rivals and former allies to mark her decline. The judgment
was to prove, like most judgments of contemporary events,
erroneous. It had, however, one immediate effect, which was
the beginning of a resurrection of Irish nationality.
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